Many people, students and members of Council alike, have reason to be grateful to Mrs Feather for her genuine interest in them, her steadfast work for St Ann’s throughout her life, and her forthright points of view, clearly expressed. She was the first Principal to be married and the first to have a child in the College: she married Professor Norman Feather, Professor of Psychology at Flinders University, in 1968 and their son, Mark, was born while they were in residence in Wilcox.

Mrs Feather was a person of loyalty, integrity and dedication to the development of university students.

It is sad that she, her former Chairman of Council Mrs C.E. Wigg, our great benefactor Mrs Elizabeth Simpson, and a former Chairman of the Finance Committee Justice M. O’Loughlin, have all passed away within a short period of time. Truly a passing of the old guard and a clarion call for the new guard to step up to take their place.

Mr Daryl Feather, Principal 1967-1979, passed away on 17 March 2005 at the age of 75.

Mrs Rosemary (Porter 52-54) Hill-Ling read a eulogy at the memorial service and Mrs Delysia (Nankervis 64-7) Lawson was among the pall-bearers. Mrs Feather brought a sense of humour to her role – which was lucky as it fell to her to preside over the admission of men as students, in 1973, and that could not have been accomplished without lots of funny goings-on.

Mrs Daryl Feather
Principal
1967-1979

Community News

We are very fortunate to be given a magnificent baby grand piano by Adjunct Professor Susan Magarey. It is a Chappell, made in London in about 1915, a work of sculpture in wood and in beautiful condition. Last Saturday it was played by jazz musician Jerry Wesley-Smith, delighting his audience with the mellow tones of his own compositions.

Speaking of gifts, we are looking for items for the silent auction at the Gala Auction Dinner in the Hyatt Grand Ballroom on 22 July 2005. These magnificent dinners raise up to $60,000 in one night to pay for our spiffing accommodation at St Ann’s – but only if we have splendid items to auction. Can you offer us something really special? We already have a holiday in

Junichi Tamakoshi (93-97) and Isabelle Morissette (97) recently gave birth to Louis Tamakoshi
Born: 25th January 2005
Sally says, “I have lived in Hong Kong for about a year, where I am working for Burberry as their regional visual merchandising manager for North Asia. This combines my two loves of traveling and playing with dummies. I dabble {badly} in speaking Cantonese and have therefore mastered the technique of opening stores in non English-speaking parts of China etc, by relying only on pointing at things a lot and pantomime.”

Catherine (Ordway 89-90) Ramadani together with her husband Taip and son Joshan are thoroughly enjoying being stationed in Norway and having many opportunities to travel in Europe, including flying to Frankfurt to visit the Book Fair and explore the possibilities for publishing Albanian children’s books. A lawyer, Catherine works for Anti-Doping Norway and Taip competed in the World Handball Championships in January 2005, playing for Australia in Tunisia.
Community News continued

The Hon. Justice Margaret Nyland AM, [pictured right] Member of Council, received an Australia Day honour for her services to the judiciary, human rights and equal status for women. Congratulations Justice Nyland, you are totally inspiring.

John Dowie, sculptor of the bronze Student in the College rose garden, also received the award of AM.

Lisa Cowell (03-04) and Simon Rees (98, 00-03) visited Lisa’s family in Seattle for Christmas and went dog-sledding behind a team of six huskies, in her words ‘truly amazing’. Mush! Dr Alistair Dickson (95-7) is studying for his PhD in Dentistry and working as a tutor in the Dentistry Department of the University of Adelaide.

Successful Collegians include Dr Sam Costello (98-9) [pictured right] who graduated in medicine last year and is working as an intern at the Royal Adelaide Hospital; Edwina Forrest (95) [pictured below] whom Business Community News continued
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Make sure to check out the revamped College web site [address below] designed and published by Voon Siong Wong, our resident Systems Administrator and PhD candidate, with help from other students. It’s a winner!

Melissa Harris (02) was married in March. Andy La Nauze (94-5), now married to the lovely Sarah, has been busy with the vintage at Yalumba in the Barossa. Russell Lee (86-7, 89-90) has a baby daughter in Canberra.

A heads-up for the future – in 2007 we will be celebrating 60 years of women at St Ann’s – about 5,000 of you!!!
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In 2000 the St. Ann’s Collegians Association Inc. committed itself, as a result of strategic planning, to becoming more active within the student body. One of the ways in which the Collegians Association felt this could be achieved was by instituting a mentoring scheme for the benefit of the students.

As a consequence the Association has resolved to assist current residents by bringing together, in an informal environment, interested students, Collegians and friends of the College who are members of a particular profession.

Accordingly the Collegians Association have agreed to hold two Mentoring Dinners in 2005.

The first, on May 19, is entitled “Overseas Work: a contradiction?” The guest speakers will be Natasha May and Andrew Harnett. Their experience [and home movies/slide night] will be supplemented by presentations by young graduates who have worked overseas in various capacities – at Camp America, as volunteers in developing countries, and as young professionals in Europe.

The second mentoring dinner in August/September will focus on the excitement of careers in biotechnology and be run by Andrew Leibe.

We proudly welcome the obligation to turn the attention of our students to the developing world outside these island shores.